
always be independent



Everything we produce at Vienna Woods, has our personality stitched into the
character of our product. We always ask ourselves the same question

What do we believe?

We are motivated by a shared vision for inspirational design that can help 
people relax in style and comfort. We use our experience to create fashion-led 
products, without having to compromise on quality. Everything we produce at 
Vienna Woods has our personality stitched into the character of our products. 
Each product has been carefully chosen to complement one another, and 
offers our customers an experience, which is driven by our passion.

We are a brand that specialises in product for independent and boutique 
stores. With the backing of SlumberTrek, an Australian market leader in 
nnovative lifestyle products since 1995, we’re confident that we can deliver 
premium products of exceptional value.

The experience and knowledge we have built as a supplier to major global 
retailers is evident in our relationship with you. We are committed to becoming 
your trusted partner and providing the range and support your business needs 
to meet the expectations of your customers.

With a robust supply chain and a deep understanding of the casual lifestyle 
market, we can be depended upon to deliver and back up everything we do 
with excellent aftermarket service and care.

Each product has been carefully chosen to compliment one another, and offer 
our customers an experience, which has been driven by passion, influenced by
experience and delivered by a team who have been there from the start.

We took our products and looked at where we could stand-out from the crowd.
It was not just the development of the unique prints, which were hand drawn 
and cultivated over our love of fashion, but how could we make the best 
products on the market. Each material, fabric, composite and finishing has 
been reviewed, tested and we are happy to state that we think this is the most 
comprehensive product on the market, and we are pleased to offer this to our 
customers.

- co-creator of Vienna Woods

1.8M SUN UMBRELLA & DECK CHAIR IN BERMUDA. 



always be independent

DECK CHAIR IN BELVEDERE. 



1.8m +50 UPF SUN UMBRELLA

Dimension [w] x [h] x [d]

Open - 1.8m x 1.93m x 1.8m

Closed - 13cm x 1.04m x 13cm

Weight - 2.2kg

OUR FINER DETAILS
Our signature Vienna Woods prints are made using strong polyester canvas feel material.

The canopy is +50 UPF rated, We wanted more but no test exisits yet.

The umbrella ribs are vital to the life of the product, thats why we chose fiberglass, extra strong and extra flexible.

Our tilt mechanism allows for shade at any angle.

32mm powder coated pole, for stability and strength when the wind picks up.

Our poles come apart, designed to give you greater usability.

Our Vienna Woods print can be found on the carry bag, look your best while chosing your spot.

The 14kg Iron base is sold seperately. It allows you to position your Sun Umbrella wherever you want.

Our new Sand Anchor allows you to easily insert your Sun Umbrella into sand or grass.



DECK CHAIR

Dimension [w] x [h] x [d]

Open - 58cm x 79cm x 97cm

Weight - 5.2kg

OUR FINER DETAILS
Our signature Vienna Woods prints are made using strong polyester canvas feel material.

The sling is double sided for excellent durability and strength.

Our sling is double sided to reveal our signature Vienna Woods print, so you look good at any angle.

We have three adjustment angles, to give you comfort on any occassion. 

Our pillow can be removed, used independently, or easily adjusted. 

Our timber frame, has three coats of paint, for protection, style and product longevity.

Spills or stains? Our slings are easy to remove and re-attached for spot cleaning.

Design to fold flat, for easy minimal storage.



CUSHION RECLINER

Dimension [w] x [h] x [d]

55cm x 44cm x 52cm

Weight - 2.0kg

OUR FINER DETAILS
Our signature Vienna Woods prints are made using strong polyester canvas feel material.

With a strong internal ratchet, the Cusion Reclner allows for five seating positions.

We specially selected our foams to make sure your bum can last to the very last page

Design to fold flat, for easy minimal storage

An adjustable carry strap allows you to simply grab and go,

A PVC base panel means our Cushion Recliner is versitile, durable and can even get wet.

A cute hemmed frame, covers our small zipper and makes the Cushion Recliner child safe (3+)
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IN BELVEDERE
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BEAN BAG

Our signature Vienna Woods prints are made using strong polyester canvas feel material.

Our Bean Bag was designed to be versitle and can be used a variety of ways.

With a non-woven, elastic liner, our Bean Bag is comfortable and quiet while you’re getting comfy.

Can be used indoor, but we prefer to use ours outdoor on the deck.

Comes in elegant shelf-ready packaging, easy for storage and display.

A strong leather handle, compliments the piping to give our Bean Bag the elegant fashion-led design.

Our Bean Bag meets the ACCC ‘2017’ standard with Child Safe zippers.

Dimension [w] x [h] x [d]

80cm x 50cm x 80cm

Weight - 2.9kg

OUR FINER DETAILS



LIFESTYLE BEAN BAG

Our signature Vienna Woods prints are made using strong polyester canvas feel material.

Our Lifestyle Bean Bag was designed to be versitle and can be used a variety of ways.

With a non-woven, elastic liner, our Lifestyle Bean Bag is comfortable and quiet while you’re getting comfy.

Can be used indoor, but we prefer to use our outdoor on the deck.

Comes in elegant shelf-ready packaging, easy for storage and display.

A strong leather handle, compliments the edging to give our Lifestyle Bean Bag the elegant fashion-led design.

Our Lifestyle Bean Bag meets the ACCC ‘2017’ standard with Child Safe zippers.

OUR FINER DETAILS

Dimension [w] x [h] x [d]

1m x 85cm x 1.5m

Weight -3.2kg



OTTOMAN

Our signature Vienna Woods prints are made using strong polyester canvas feel material.

Our Ottoman was designed to be used indoor and outdoor with a durable textilene base.

With a well proportioned pocket, you can quickly store and tidy magazines, tablets or controllers.

Our Ottoman comes pre-filled and ready to be sold straight from the shelf.

Comes in elegant, shelf-ready packaging, easy for storage and display.

A strong leather handle, compliments the edging to give our Ottoman the elegant fashion-led design.

Our Ottoman meets the ACCC ‘2017’ standard with Child Safe zippers.

OUR FINER DETAILS

Dimension [w] x [h] x [d]

50cm x 35cm x 50cm

Weight - 1.3kg



1.8M SUN UMBRELLA IN WELLEN

BEAN BAG IN BELVEDERE

1.8M SUN UMBRELLA
IN WELLEN

LIFESTYLE BEAN BAG IN WELLEN



DECK CHAIR IN BELVEDERE

OTTOMAN 
IN BELVEDERE



BEAN CADDY

Our signature Vienna Woods prints are made using strong polyester canvas feel material.

Perfect for resting, reading and using a range of tablet devices comfortably, without having to leave your seat.

With a well proportioned pocket, you can keep your phone safe while reading those last few chapters.

Our Bean Caddy comes pre-filled and ready to be sold straight from the shelf.

Comes in elegant, shelf-ready packaging, easy for storage and display.

A strong, realz leather handle, compliments the edging to give our Bean Caddy the elegant fashion-led design.

Our Bean Caddy meets the ACCC ‘2017’ standard with Child Safe zippers..

Dimension [w] x [h] x [d]

TBC

Weight - TBC

OUR FINER DETAILS



45cm CUSHION

Our signature Vienna Woods prints are made using strong polyester canvas feel material.

Our 45cm Cushion was designed to be used as a accent for your furniture.

The 45cm Cushion can be used indoor and outdoor.

Comes pre-filled and ready to sell stright from the shelf.

A strong, real leather handle, compliments the piping to give our 45cm Cushion the elegant fashion-led design.

With a dress zipper hidden in the seam, our covers can be removed and spot cleaned.

Dimension [w] x [h] x [d]

45cm x 45cm x 13cm

Weight - 0.6kg

OUR FINER DETAILS



MOSAIC TABLE - COFFEE & BAR EDITION

We’ve brought a smal piece of art into your home.

The ceramic tiles are carefully inlaid by hand onto an FSC® certified Acacia hardwood base.

A unique look for both indoors and out.

A poly-concrete blend reduce the overall weight of the product for easier transport / storage.

Dimension [w] x [h] x [d]

70 x 48 x 70cm

Weight - 17kg

OUR FINER DETAILS



MOSAIC TABLE - NESTING SETS

OUR FINER DETAILS

Dimension [w] x [h] x [d]

35 x 40 x 35cm (L)

30 x 35 x 30cm (S)

Weight - 11kg

We’ve brought a smal piece of art into your home.

The ceramic tiles are carefully inlaid by hand onto an slim Steel frame.

The Vienna Woods Nesting Set stuck inside one another when you need to save space.



45cm CUSHION
IN BERMUDA

MOSAIC TABLE - BAR TABLE 
IN CHEVRON



MOSAIC TABLE - SIDE TABLE 
IN CHEVRON

MOSAIC TABLE - NESTING SET 
IN HONEYCOMBE
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www.viennawoods.com.au

+(61) 03 9897 0700
gemma@viennawoods.com.au




